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SUMMARY4
We formulate a full wave field inversion for ambient seismic noise recorded by large and dense5
seismograph arrays. Full wave field inversion exploits the constraints on the gradients of the6
wave field that array data inherently possess. We pose full wave field inversion as a partial7
differential equation (PDE) constrained inverse problem resulting in a joint estimation of a re-8
constructed wave field and the medium parameters. The inverse problem is solved by variable9
projection. We explicitly allow for non-unique solutions to the PDE system that is imposed10
as a constraint. The boundary conditions of the wave field do not need to be specified, and11
can remain unknown. This makes the algorithm suitable for inverting observations of ambient12
seismic noise by dense arrays. The result is that the inverse problem for subsurface properties13
becomes insensitive to the character and distribution of the noise sources that excited the seis-14
mic wave field. In principle the formulation holds equally for ambient noise wave fields and15
for wave fields excited by controlled sources. The theory is supported with examples in one16
dimension in the time domain, and in two dimensions in the frequency domain. The latter are17
of interest in the inversion of surface wave ambient noise for phase velocity maps.18
Key words: Inverse theory; Surface waves and free oscillations; Seismic noise; Theoretical19
seismology; Computational seismology.20
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1 INTRODUCTION21
Our seismological goal is to estimate a set of parameters (e.g. velocity or elasticity) characterising22
a medium, that allow for the best fit of a predicted wave field and an observed wave field. When23
inverting for wave forms in controlled source seismic data, this is known as waveform inversion.24
A predicted wave field is usually obtained by forward modeling using an estimate of the medium25
parameters. The misfit, computed as the difference between the predicted and observed data, is26
projected onto the model parameter space to find an update for the model parameters (Tarantola27
1984). This procedure is relatively straightforward for controlled source seismic because we know28
the seismic source positions and excitation functions, and we limit computation to a domain for29
which we know the boundary conditions. Under those conditions, the partial differential equation30
(PDE) controlling the wave field has a unique solution. The back projection of misfit between31
observed and predicted data to an update of the medium parameters relies on the Born linearisation32
to relate the wave field linearly with the medium parameters. This procedure is not immediately33
suitable for inverting ambient seismic data, because the noise sources exciting the wave field and34
other boundary conditions of the medium (e.g. absorbing, reflecting, vanishing) are unknown and35
therefore we cannot simulate the wave field using an estimate for the medium parameters.36
It has long been known that the spatial gradients of seismic wave fields yield information on37
local medium properties (Curtis & Robertsson 2002; Langston 2007; Liang & Langston 2009;38
Poppeliers et al. 2013; Liu & Holt 2015; Zhan et al. 2018). Recently, it has been found that spatial39
gradients can be utilized to infer wave velocities even from ambient seismic noise wave fields40
(de Ridder & Biondi 2015; Edme & Yuan 2016; de Ridder & Curtis 2017). Here, we show that41
this relationship can be exploited for inverting ambient seismic noise in a wave field inversion42
formulation.43
A theory now known as seismic interferometry predicts that we can estimate Green’s functions44
between two stations (i.e. the controlled source responses) by cross-correlating recordings of am-45
bient seismic noise recorded at these stations (Aki 1957; Claerbout 1968; Wapenaar & Fokkema46
2006). This theory holds assuming certain favorable characteristics of the ambient seismic wave47
field, which are usually described (although not sufficiently complete) as a state of energy equipar-48
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tition (Lobkis &Weaver 2001; Snieder et al. 2010). Conventional full waveform inversion has been49
adapted for waveforms obtained by cross-correlating ambient noise. For example by estimating the50
character of the ambient noise, and correcting the projection of the misfit onto the model parameter51
space (Tromp et al. 2010). However, significant uncertainty regarding the effect of the character52
of the ambient noise remains due to trade-off between source distribution and structure (Fichtner53
2015).54
An alternative avenue for waveform inversion was proposed by van Leeuwen & Herrmann55
(2013). They proposed to expand the search space using a PDE constrained inversion formulation,56
which appears to mitigate the challenge that local minima pose during the non-linear inversion57
process. Their formulation relies on knowing the wave field source terms in, and the boundary58
conditions on, the wave equation PDE. To find an update for the model parameters at each iteration59
of the inversion, does not require solving the adjoint state wave equation. Instead, the gradient60
computation is achieved by a local projection also known as wave equation inversion (WEI) (Curtis61
& Robertsson 2002).62
We formulate a general wave field inversion scheme for ambient seismic wave fields. The criti-63
cal difficulty in conventional formulations is that given the medium parameters, the wave field can64
only be reconstructed with knowledge of the boundary conditions and the excitation functions.65
Without such knowledge, as is the case for ambient seismic wave fields, there is no boundary66
value problem linking the wave field with the medium parameters, but only a singular system de-67
fined by an interior partial differential equation. Therefore, any conventional method that requires68
the ability to reconstruct the wave field directly from (an estimate of) the medium parameters is69
unsuitable.70
We propose PDE constrained inversion for ambient seismic noise. As examples, we use 1D71
and 2D scalar wave equations. The 2D frequency domain scalar wave equation (the Helmholtz72
equation) governs many types of wave fields, including those composed of simple plane waves or73
an unstructured wave field formed by the superposition of many plane waves, and even standing74
waves. The Helmholtz equation is relevant for modeling far field behavior of single mode surface75
waves in laterally homogeneous (or weakly inhomogeneous) media (Aki & Richards 2002).76
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We use this dispersive Helmholtz equation as a PDE constraint in a joint inverse problem.77
We invert sparse observations of a wave field jointly for the complete wave field best fitting our78
observations, and the medium parameters that provide an optimal fit. The uncertainty in the seismic79
noise source distribution is excluded from the inverse problem by restricting the inversion to a80
domain in which we can assume (or know) that the sources can be neglected. Boundary conditions81
on the wave field are explicitly omitted from the PDE system, but are implicitly recovered during82
the inversion.83
The formulation we arrive at is similar as the approach of van Leeuwen & Herrmann (2013),84
except for some critical key differences in the inverse problem definition. van Leeuwen & Her-85
rmann (2013) formulated an inverse approach inverting for the medium parameters while simul-86
taneously reconstructing the wave field. The optimisation is defined by minimising a combination87
of a data fitting penalty and an additional PDE residual penalty (at each iteration of the non lin-88
ear optimisation the PDE need not be perfectly satisfied). Their formulation implies that the PDE89
residual is well defined everywhere, which requires that the excitation functions of the wave field90
and its boundary conditions are completely specified. This would be unsuitable for inverting am-91
bient seismic noise recordings.92
We resolve this issue by applying the PDE constraint only on the interior of the domain, i.e.93
we apply a PDE constraint which does not in itself form a well-posed problem. The formulation of94
the PDE constraint explicitly excludes boundary conditions on the wave field. While the boundary95
conditions need not be specified explicitly as part of the optimisation process, a set of bound-96
ary conditions consistent with the recordings in the interior emerge implicitly at the end of the97
optimisation procedure. Moreover, by allowing a non-zero PDE residual, the formulation further98
implicitly inverts for interior sources.99
The semantic choice of wave field inversion, as opposed to waveform inversion, in the title re-100
flects that we aim to invert wave fields that can be unstructured, i.e. in which individual waveforms101
cannot be identified and tracked while propagating over several wavelengths.102
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2 SEISMOLOGICAL INVERSE PROBLEM103
A generalized seismological inverse problem aims to find a wave field, and associated medium104
parameters, which most closely match a given series of observations made at discrete observa-105
tion points. Depending on how many observations are available, and how much prior information106
is available, the seismological inverse problem may be ill-posed with multiple possible solutions107
which all independently match the observations as closely as possible.108
109
Here the seismological inverse problem is formulated by constructing an appropriate general110
Lagrange constrained optimisation problem, which is then discretised. The key principles are sum-111
marised, but for full technical details see Appendix A. The general inverse problem is formulated112
by defining113
L (u,m, s, ) = Eu (u) + Em (m) + Es (s) 
D
 ,F (u,m)  s
E
L2
. (1)114
Here u is the wave field,m the medium parameters, s the excitation, and   is a Lagrange multiplier,115
all of which are functions over space and time. The final term takes the form of anL2 inner product:116 Z
⌦
 ⇤
 F (u,m)  s d⌦ (2)117
where the integral is over the solution domain ⌦. Complex conjugation is denotes by ⇤. Here, and118
elsewhere in this article, it is assumed that the relevant fields are real-valued. However this can be119
generalised for complex-valued fields. The real functions Eu, Em and Es are aggregate penalty120
terms on the state, medium parameters, and excitation spaces, expressing the mis-match between121
the fields and given data and expected priors. The optimisation problem is to find stationary points122
of the function L.123
124
The function F in Eq. 1 expresses the residuals of one of more homogeneous partial differen-125
tial equations for the wave-field u given the medium parameters m. Boundary conditions can be126
introduced through appropriate choices of search spaces for u and  , and through the definition of127
F . If boundary conditions are specified and the resulting problem is well-posed then seeking sta-128
tionary points of L is equivalent to solving the seismological inverse problem via standard adjoint129
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based methods (e.g. Wunsch 2006). However, boundary conditions can be entirely removed from130
the problem through a careful choice of search space for  , in particular by insisting that   van-131
ishes appropriately on the boundary, so that the Lagrange multiplier applies only the interior partial132
differential equations as a constraint. In the discrete case, this is achieved by removing equations133
associated with the boundary conditions from consideration, while still allowing the wave field on134
the boundary to influence interior equations, and hence influence L.135
136
Seismic properties are generally inferred from a discrete number of seismic observations and137
a discrete number of experiments, potentially combined with a number of geological observations138
(e.g. from well logs). Therefore each of the aggregate penalty terms in Eq. 1 will typically include139
a sum of a data mis-match norm, and a prior information mis-match norm, taking the form (here140
for Eu, but similarly for Em and Es)141
Eu (u) =
1
2Nu
   ✏u,d [⇧u (u)  ud]    2
2
+
1
2
   ✏u,p [u  up]    2
L2
+ . . . (3)142
The first term incorporates observations, and the second term incorporates prior information. The143
addition of such terms play the role of a prior in a Bayesian formulation of inverse problems144
(Tarantola 2005). Here, the 2-norm is the Euclidean vector norm, and the L2 norm is defined as145
k kL2 =
qR
⌦  
2 (i.e. an appropriate norm for suitable functions in the solution domain ⌦).146
Further terms of a similar form can be added to each of the aggregate penalty terms Eu, Em147
and Es. ⇧u, ⇧m, and ⇧s are ‘sampling operators’ which evaluate the state, model, and excitation148
fields at respectively Nu, Nm, and Ns observation locations. Data vectors ud,md, and sd contain149
observations of the state, model, and excitation fields at these locations. The first term in Eq. 3150
contains a factor ✏u,d (either a non-negative scalar, or a positive semi-definite matrix) expressing151
the relative importance of the observations, or incorporating covariance information for the obser-152
vations. ✏u,p (a non-negative scalar or function) selectively samples regions of the domain in the153
incorporation of prior information.154
The second term in Eq. 3 is a form of zeroth order Tikhonov regularisation (Aster et al. 2005).155
Alternative forms for this second term can be chosen for higher order regularisation. For example,156
a common prior is that medium parameters should vary smoothly as a function of space. In that157
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case the term incorporating prior information can take the form158
Em (m) = . . .+
1
2
   ✏m,pr2m   2
L2
+ . . . , (4)159
which is known as second order Tikhonov regularisation.160
3 FULL WAVE INVERSION161
The primary emphasis of this article is on the solution of problems for which boundary condi-162
tion information is unknown. However, the general formulation is first briefly related to novel163
approaches appearing in the literature, for which boundary conditions are specified. In this sec-164
tion we omit observations and prior information on the model parameters, and thus for simplicity165
consider a Lagrange constrained function of the form166
L (u,m, s, ) = (5)167
1
2Nu
   ✏u,d [⇧u (u)  ud]    2
2
+
1
2Ns
   ✏s,d [⇧s (s)  sd]    2
2
+
1
2
   ✏u,p [u  up]    2
L2
+
1
2
   ✏s,p [s  sp]    2
L2
168
 
D
 ,F (u,m)  s
E
L2
.169
If the partial differential equations defined via F are supplemented with appropriate bound-170
ary conditions, so that a well-posed problem is defined, then there exists a unique function F 1171
expressing the solution for the wave field given the medium parameters and excitation functions.172
That is, in this case there exists a unique function F 1 such that173 D
 ,F  F 1 (m, s) ,m   sE
L2
= 0, (6)174
for all Lagrange multipliers   in the Lagrange multiplier search space. The key difficulty that is175
resolved in this article is that the partial differential equation for the wave field cannot be solved in176
this way for recordings of ambient seismic wave fields with unknown boundary conditions. First,177
we briefly review existing full waveform inversion strategies.178
The objective functions in the remainder of this section may depend on m either through179
F 1 (m, s) or F (u,m). The dependence via F 1 (m, s) is commonly linearized by single scatter-180
ing Born approximation (Hudson & Heritage 1981) and the adjoint projection or full inversion of181
the objective function residual to a model parameter update is known as respectively reverse time182
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migration (Baysal et al. 1983) and least squares migration (LeBras & Clayton 1988). The depen-183
dence through F (u,m) is intrinsically linear and the projection of the objective function residual184
to a model parameter update is known as wave equation inversion (WEI) (Curtis & Robertsson185
2002; de Ridder & Biondi 2015; de Ridder & Curtis 2017).186
3.1 Conventional full wave form inversion187
With no prior information on the wave field, ✏u,p = 0, and if s is perfectly known everywhere, the188
search space is commonly restricted such that s  sp = 0 identically and always. Eq. 5 reduces to189
L (u,m, sp, ) = 1
2Nu
   ✏u,d [⇧u (u)  ud]    2
2
 
D
 ,F (u,m)  sp
E
L2
. (7)190
If a unique F 1 as described above exists then we can define a new function bL with191
bL (m) = 1
2Nu
   ✏u,d ⇥⇧u  F 1(m, sp)   ud⇤    2
2
, (8)192
where a stationary pointm0 of bL corresponds to a stationary point (F 1 (m0, sp) ,m0, sp, 0) of L193
for some  0. Hence the optimisation problem, seeking stationary points of L, can be reduced to the194
problem of seeking stationary points of the new function bL. This is the classical inversion method,195
see Plessix (2006) for a review. Usually, seismic records of individual shots are not recorded196
continuously, and the objective function bL is summed over controlled source experiments. The197
gradient of the objective function with respect to the medium parameters, commonly named the198
sensitivity kernel, is obtained as the Jacobian of the misfit function under the norm.199
This approach is adapted for inverting the waveforms in noise-correlations. The observed wave200
field is replaced with the cross-correlation function between two stations, and the forward model201
predicts that cross-correlation function as a function of noise source distribution and strength, and202
medium parameters (Tromp et al. 2010). The locations of the noise sources need to be known, or203
their spatial distribution and strength adequately characterized. These are then used to simulate the204
generating wave field at the receivers which are cross-correlated to obtain the predicted waveforms.205
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3.2 Inversion for both the structure and the source functions206
Location specific excitation information can be incorporated by restricting the excitation s to be a207
linear combination of known functions which are localized to specific controlled source locations.208
I.e., s =
PNs
i=1 s˜i⇠i, where ⇠i are given functions of space, and s˜i are unknown functions of time209
to be solved for. This includes a scenario where we discretise the space-time source function on210
a regular grid covering the entire domain, although this may result in a problem with unresolved211
trade off between source functions and structure.212
If no further prior information on the excitation is provided, and if further prior information on213
the state parameters is removed. Eq. 5 reduces to214
L (u,m, s, ) = 1
2Nu
   ✏u,d [⇧u (u)  ud]    2
2
+
1
2Ns
   ✏s,d [⇧s (s)  sd]    2
2
 
D
 ,F (u,m)  s
E
L2
. (9)215
If a unique F 1 as described above exists then we can define a new function bL with216
bL (m, s) = 1
2Nu
   ✏u,d ⇥⇧u  F 1(m, s)   ud⇤    2
2
+
1
2Ns
   ✏s,d [⇧s (s)  sd]    2
2
(10)217
where a stationary point (m0, s0) of bL corresponds to a stationary point (F 1 (m0, s0) ,m0, s0, 0)218
ofL for some  0. Hence the optimization problem for waveform inversion with an unknown source219
function, seeking stationary points ofL, can be reduced to the problem of seeking stationary points220
of the new function bL. Rickett (2013) tackles that problem using variable projection.221
Sager et al. (2018) expanded the inversion strategy for cross-correlation waveforms to include222
inversion for the noise source distribution. Their approach breaks almost entirely with the mantra223
to cross-correlate seismic noise in order obtain estimated Green’s functions between two station224
couples. However, they cannot relax the requirement for noise sources to be spatially uncorrelated225
functions. The inversion for the ambient noise sources is limited to estimating their distribution226
and power spectrum.227
3.3 Inversion for structure while reconstructing the full wave field228
Without prior information on the state parameters, ✏u,p = 0, but assuming that we do have prior229
information for the excitation sp everywhere but no observational data for the excitation. Eq. 5230
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reduces to231
L (u,m, s, ) = 1
2Nu
   ✏u,d [⇧u (u)  ud]    2
2
+
1
2
   ✏s,p [s  sp]    2
L2
 
D
 ,F (u,m)  s
E
L2
(11)232
If it follows that at a stationary point of L we have F (u,m) = s exactly, and if moreover ✏s,p is233
chosen to be a single scalar, Eq. 5 then reduces to234
bL (u,m) = 1
2Nu
   ✏u,d [⇧u (u)  ud]    2
2
+
1
2
✏2s,p
   F (u,m)  sp   2
L2
. (12)235
where a stationary point (u0,m0) of bL corresponds to a stationary point (u0,m0,F (u0,m0) , 0)236
of L for some  0. Hence the optimization problem, seeking stationary points of L, can be reduced237
to the problem of seeking stationary points of the new function bL. This is the inversion method of238
van Leeuwen & Herrmann (2013), where moreover ✏u,d was a single scalar and sp = 0.239
240
This formulation requires prior information of the excitation everywhere and implies that we241
have spatial and temporal boundary conditions for the wave field. Neither are available in practice,242
for inversion of recordings of ambient seismic wave fields.243
3.4 Inversion without boundary conditions244
In order to limit the inversion to only those parts of the domain where we do have information245
of the excitation functions, and allow for energy to enter the domain from unknown excitation246
functions outside of the domain, we need to be able to exclude the boundary conditions from the247
PDE constraint. For example, starting again with248
L (u,m, s, ) = 1
2Nu
   ✏u,d [⇧u (u)  ud]    2
2
+
1
2
   ✏s,p [s  sp]    2
L2
 
D
 ˘,F (u,m)  s
E
L2
, (13)249
we now restrict the Lagrange multiplier  ˘ so that it vanishes appropriately on all domain bound-250
aries (both at initial and final times, and on spatial boundaries). The inversion problem is now251
constrained only by the interior partial differential equations specified via the function F , and not252
by any boundary conditions for the wave field.253
254
Eq. 13 indicates that we supply the optimisation scheme with information regarding the obser-255
vations of the wave field, prior information regarding the sources, and information from the wave256
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equation up to but (crucially) not including the boundary itself. Any information regarding the257
wave field on the boundary is then derived implicitly through its influence on the interior, through258
the interior partial differential equation. The difficulty that we resolve, is that even though the259
Lagrange multiplier vanishes on all boundaries, we can substitute the PDE constraint into the mis-260
match norm (over the interior space plus the boundary) for the prior information of the excitation261
functions.262
A simplified function bL (u,m) as derived in the previous section follows, but its derivation263
is less straightforward. Specifically, note that if ✏s,p is non-zero on domain boundaries then it264
must follow that at a stationary point of Eq. 13, s = sp on domain boundaries (assuming here265
that the excitation is sufficiently smooth that it is meaningful to discuss its boundary values).266
Otherwise, if ✏s,p is zero on domain boundaries then the inversion problem is ill-posed, as s may267
have any boundary value at stationary points of L. In this case one may restrict consideration to268
any convenient boundary value for s, such as s = 0. In either case the boundary values for the269
excitation are then completely determined. The Lagrange constraint (reached by differentiating270
Eq. 13 with respect to the Lagrange multiplier) is271 D
⇣,F (u,m)  s
E
L2
= 0, (14)272
for all ⇣ in the Lagrange multiplier search space. Since all ⇣ vanish on the boundary, and the val-273
ues for s are known on the boundary, this defines an expression for least-squares (L2 optimal)274
projection, with s equal to a least-squares projection of F (u,m) onto the search space for the275
excitation, subject to the constraint that s has the given boundary values. This is here denoted276
s =  L2 (F (u,m)). For further technical details and restrictions in the definition of this projec-277
tion see Appendix A.278
279
Hence we can define a function280
bL (u,m) = 1
2Nu
   ✏u,d [⇧u (u)  ud]    2
2
+
1
2
   ✏s [ L2 (F (u,m))  sp]    2
L2
(15)281
where a stationary point (u0,m0) of bL corresponds to a stationary point (u0,m0,F (u0,m0) , 0)282
of L for some  0. Hence the optimization problem, seeking stationary points of L, can be reduced283
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to the problem of seeking stationary points of the new function bL.284
285
In Appendices A and B, we further expand on the properties of the projection operator  L2286
while discretising the equations and deriving a system of two discrete objective functions. The re-287
sult is a formulation that excludes the boundary conditions, which are implicitly recovered during288
optimization. In contrast to the previous methods described earlier in this section, this formulation289
is suitable for inverting recordings of an ambient seismic wave field for medium properties.290
4 DISCRETE SOLUTION &METHOD291
In the remainder of the paper we will provide two numerical examples using scalar wave equations292
in the time and frequency domain. Here, we first provide discretised equations for full wave field293
inversion of ambient noise using scalar wave equations. In addition to the data and excitation con-294
straints in Eq. 13, we include two penalty terms on the medium parameters penalising deviations295
from a given ‘prior’ field mp, and penalising non-smooth deviations from this prior, and a regu-296
larisation penalising the magnitude of the wave field (Appendix A). The cost function in Eq. 15 is297
now specified as (Eq. 40 in Appendix A):298
bL (u,m) = 1
2N
k⇧u (u)  udk22 +
1
2
k✏1 L2 (F (u,m))k2L2 +
1
2
k✏2uk2L2 +
1
2
  ✏3r2 [m mp]  2L2299
+
1
2
k✏4 [m mp]k2L2 ,(16)300
with either the constant density acoustic wave equation (and time/frequency independent medium301
parameters)302
F (u,m) = mr2u  @ttu (17)303
or the frequency domain Helmholtz equation (with frequency dependent velocity)304
eF (eu, em) = emr2eu+ !2eu (18)305
We restrict Vu, Vm, and Vs to be subspaces which each have a finite basis. The spatial and306
temporal derivatives are approximated by central finite differences on a regular structured spatial307
grid and temporal grid with spacing  x in each of two spatial dimensions, and spacing  t in the308
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time dimension (for a time-domain inversion as in Section 5) Alternatively, if a Galerkin finite309
element or Galerkin spectral discretisation were to be applied (but not used here), then a discrete310
version of the optimisation problem described above could be obtained immediately.311
In Appendix B, we show that finding a solution to the stationary points of the cost function in312
Eq. 16 leads to finding the solution of the following constrained least-squared non-linear optimi-313
sation problem:314 
1
N t xd
KTK+ H˘T ✏˘1H˘+ ✏2
 
u =
1
N t xd
KTd+ H˘T ✏˘1sp + ✏2up
(19a)
315

I˘˘˘JT diag
n
˘˘Lu
o
˘˘✏1 diag
n
˘˘Lu
o
˘˘JI˘T +AT✏3A+ ✏4
 
m = I˘˘˘JT diag
n
˘˘Lu
o
˘˘✏1
˘˘Du+ ✏4mp,
(19b)
316
317
with318
H˘ = H˘ (m) = I˘H = I˘
⇣
D ML
⌘
= D˘  M˘L˘, (20)319
whereK is a matrix that samples the wave field at the observation locations (dimensionsNobs⇥n).320
The superscript d in  xd indicates the number of spatial dimensions in the scalar wave equation321
uner consideration. Matrix transposition is denoted by the superscript T . Table 1 gives the descrip-322
tion (with dimensionality) of all other matrices. Equations 19a and 19b describe the full non linear323
problem explicitly excluding boundary conditions on the wave field.324
Let there be n points in the full discrete space - time/frequency grid for the wave field. Let325
the domain within which we enforce the PDE system and reconstruct the wave field consist of326
p points. The discrete approximation for the wave field, u, has n degrees of freedom, while the327
discrete approximations for the medium parameters and excitation functions, m and s, have p328
degrees of freedom. Then there are are n   p points, for which we reconstruct values that act as329
the boundary conditions in the discretised PDE system. The initial, terminal, and spatial boundary330
points, which ought to contain the boundary conditions on the wave field, are explicitly excluded331
from the fitting objective by introducing a boundary exclusion matrix I˘ (Appendix B). This matrix332
explicitly confines the PDE penalty term in the Lagrange constraint in Eq. 5 to the values of the333
wave field located within a specific domain.334
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Although the n  p points in the boundary zone contain reconstructed wave field values, these335
values may be very poorly constrained, and may be subject to bias from regularization terms.These336
values may cause spurious results in the wave equation inversion, and therefore we choose to ex-337
clude the reconstructed wave field points in the boundary zone from the wave equation inversion.338
This is achieved by a secondary boundary exclusion matrix, leaving q points in the secondary in-339
terior domain. This secondary selection matrix, J˘, excludes the points in the domain for which340
evaluation of the finite difference stencils in L acted on the values in the wave field that con-341
tained the implicitly inverted initial, terminal, and spatial boundary points. The selection matrix,342
˘˘J confines the inversion for medium parameters to a sub domain consisting of q points.343
We refer to the matrix operator, I˘, that excludes the wave field boundary conditions as the344
boundary exclusion mask (or matrix). While we refer to the matrix operator, ˘˘J, that selects only345
the secondary interior domain as the interior selector mask (or matrix). An alternative description346
of the matrix operators I˘ and ˘˘J is that they can be interpreted as discrete truncation operators.347
Fig. 1 clarifies the discretetisation scheme, the boundary exclusion mask and the interior selector348
mask.349
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Dimensions on grid n⇥ n p⇥ n q ⇥ n p⇥ p q ⇥ q n⇥ 1 p⇥ 1
wave field, sources, & medium parameters u, up sp,m,mp
boundary exclusion selector I˘
interior domain selector ˘˘J
2nd order derivative in time D D˘ = I˘D ˘˘D = ˘˘JD
2nd order derivatives in space L L˘ = I˘L ˘˘L = ˘˘JL
medium parameter action M = I˘T diag{m}I˘ M˘ = diag{m}
wave equation operator H H˘ = I˘H
regularization operator A
covariance matrices ✏1, ✏2 ✏˘1 = I˘✏1I˘T , ✏3, ✏4 ˘˘✏1 =
˘˘J✏1
˘˘JT
Table 1. Overview of operators, arrays and their dimensions; n equals the total number of space-time gridpoints, p exludes the initial, terminal, and spatial
boundary points, q includes only values inside a interor domain.
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Figure 1. Overview of discretisation scheme for the case of second order finite stencils in space and time:
light grey shading indicates the region of n space-time gridpoints (the discrete total domain), medium grey
indicates the region of p space-time gridpoints (excluding the the initial, terminal, and spatial boundary
points), dark grey includes the region of q space-time gridpoints (the interor domain for wave equation
inversion). Stencil A is an example stencil used for wave field reconstruction inversion, and stencil B is an
example stencil used for wave equation inversion.
In principle the non-linear Eqs. (19) may be solved via Newton iteration. Given a solution from350
a previous iteration (ui,mi) 2 Rn ⇥ Rq Newton iteration gives the next iteration solution as351 0B@ ui+1
mi+1
1CA =
0B@ ui
mi
1CA J  1 (ui,mi)
0B@ Ru (ui,mi)
Rm (ui,mi)
1CA , (21)352
where the residual functions Ru (u,m) and Rm (u,m) are associated with Eqs. (19a) and (19b)353
respectively, and J (u,m) is the Jacobian matrix obtained by differentiating the residuals with354
respect to u and m. While Newton iteration converges at second order and hence very effi-355
cient in terms of the number of iterations required, the full Jacobian matrix J (u,m) is of size356
(n+ p)⇥ (n+ p), and hence solving the full coupled problem for both u andm in this way may357
be inefficient.358
Here instead, an alternative fixed point iteration method is applied. Given a starting model359
mi, a discrete wave field, ui+1, can be found by solving Eq. (19a). Updated discrete medium360
parameters can be found by solving Eq. 19b for mi+1. This procure is repeated. The second or-361
der convergence of full Newton iteration is lost, but the solution procedure on each iteration is362
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significantly simplified. This is algorithm is expressed as iterating solving formi+1 in363 
I˘˘˘JT diag
n
L˘G (mi)
h
f + {H˘ (mi)}T ˘˘✏1sp
io
˘˘✏1 diag
n
L˘G (mi)
h
f + {H˘ (mi)}T ˘˘✏1sp
io
˘˘JI˘T (22)364
+AT✏3A+ ✏4
 
mi+1 =365
I˘˘˘JT diag
n
L˘G (mi)
h
f + {H˘ (mi)}T ˘˘✏1sp
io
˘˘✏1D˘G (mi)
h
f + {H˘ (mi)}T ˘˘✏1sp
i
+ ✏4mp366
For convenience we defined the inverse of Eq. 19a as367
u = G
h
f + {H˘ (mi)}T ˘˘✏1sp
i
(23)368
with369
G = G(m) =

1
N t xd
KTK+ {H˘(m)}T ˘˘✏1H˘(m) + ✏2
  1
and f =
1
N t xd
KTd+ ✏2up (24)370
4.1 Practical considerations and simplification371
When we can assume that the source functions within a certain domain are zero or can be ne-372
glected, we have sp = 0. When we remove the mean of each recording, the data has zero mean373
and a good prior could be up = 0. Furthermore, we choose ✏1 such that ✏1 = I˘T ✏˘1I˘ = I˘T I˘✏I˘T I˘,374
and we define "1 such that "1 =
˘˘JT ˘˘✏1
˘˘J = ˘˘JT ˘˘J✏˘˘JT ˘˘J. This means that the masking properties are375
absorbed into ✏1 and "1. Then all variables can be defined on discrete bases with p = q = n,376
except for in the definitions of I˘ and ˘˘J, consequently, we can omit all boundary exclusion masks,377
and the ˘ and ˘˘ over variables, and the mappings ˘˘JI˘T and I˘˘˘JT from Eqs. 19a, 19b, and 22 to 24.378
The notation of the operations then simplifies to379 
diag {LG (mi) f} "1diag {LG (mi) f} +AT✏3A+ ✏4
 
mi+1 =380
diag {LG (mi) f} "1DG (mi) f + ✏4mp (25)381
with382
G = G(m) =

1
N t xd
KTK+ {H(m)}T✏1H(m) + ✏2
  1
and f =
1
N t xd
KTd (26)383
In the following section we will provide numerical examples and further specify the matrices in384
these equations for a scalar wave equation in one dimension with time-constant medium properties,385
and for a scalar wave equation in two dimensions with dispersive medium properties.386
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5 TIME-DOMAIN EXAMPLE IN 1D387
Our first example illustrates full wave field inversion of an unstructured wave field obeying a388
one-dimensional time-domain scalar wave equation, with time independent medium velocity. We389
define a new medium parameter with discrete approximation bm on a grid with m points in space.390
A spraying projection operatorP (dimensions n⇥m) makes copies of bm for all time-samples: we391
havem = P bm. Substitution into Eq. 25 we find392 
diag {LG (P bmi) f} "1diag {LG (P bmi) f} +AT✏3A+ ✏4 P bmi+1 (27)393
= diag {LG (P bmi) f} "1DG (P bmi) f ,394
with395
G = G(P bm) =  1
N t x
KTK+ {H(P bm)}T✏1H(P bm) + ✏2  1 and f = 1
N t x
KTd. (28)396
The temporal derivative matrix D contains  2/ t2 on it’s diagonal, and 1/ t2 values spaced m397
points over. The spatial derivative operatorL contains the central coefficient on its diagonal, imme-398
diately flanked by off-center coefficients. The rows corresponding to boundary zone are modified399
(zeroed) by the definition of J˘ and ˘˘J. Inverting this equation results in a least-squares regression400
with a summation over time-slices (the adjoint of the spraying projection operation is a summation401
projection operator).402
We modeled data from two sources, positioned on either end of an 80 m one dimensional do-403
main, using a finite difference code. The true medium velocity of the simulations is a background404
velocity of 2000m/s with, at the center of the domain, a Gaussian anomaly of 200m/s with a width405
of approximately 20m, shown with a blue curve in Fig. 2c. The side reflections were excluded (by406
extending the model domain), but this was unnecessary because we are only concerned with the407
wave behavior in the interior. Copies of the two simulated wave fields were added together with408
random time-delays, and random amplitude multiplication factors, to create the wave field shown409
in Fig. 2a. This wave field was then sampled to simulate observations of an array with station in-410
tervals of 6 m shown in Fig. 2b (the observation locations are shown with blue circles in Fig. 2c).411
The wave equation operators are constructed with second order accuracy in time and 10th order412
accuracy in space. The domain for the wave field which we intend to invert for is extended accord-413
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2. a) A full synthesized wave field (with unitless amplitude) of a series of waves traveling left and
right through the true velocity model. b) Sampled wave field (i.e. the data). c) True velocity and observation
locations (blue line and blue circles), starting velocity model (red curve).
ingly. The boundary exclusion selector I˘ in the wave field inversion begins at the first observation414
point and ends at the last observation point. The interior domain selector ˘˘J for WEI excludes 5 ad-415
ditional spatial grid points (on each side), and 1 additional time grid point (at the start and ending416
time). This way, all wave field values falling in the boundary zone grid points of the wave field,417
are excluded during WEI.418
We invert for the wave field, starting with a homogeneous velocity of 2000 m/s shown by the419
red curve in Fig. 2c, and find the wave field in Fig. 3a. Through WEI we find the accompanying420
velocity profile shown by the red curve in Fig. 3e. We repeat the inversion for the wave field and421
accompanying velocity profile for 10 iterations total (the wave field and velocity profiles after422
iterations 2, 3, and 10 are shown in Figure 3b to 3d and 3f to 3h).423
The difference between the final reconstructed wave field (Fig. 3d) and the true wave field424
(Fig. 2d) is computed and shown in Fig. 4a. The red dots on the X-axis of Fig. 4a denote the425
observation locations. Note how the difference is zero at the observation locations. The normalized426
data misfit (with logarithmic axis) and the normalized change in the model space are shown in427
Fig. 4b, with respectively red curve with circles, and blue curve with crosses. The data misfit428
becomes less than 10 13 after iteration 4 and is effectively zero.429
In this example, we retrieved the correct velocity profile remarkably well. We started our inver-430
sion from a velocity profile that was correct near the ends of our array. In the next section, we shall431
explore the effects of different anomaly sizes, wave field sampling spaces, and erroneous starting432
velocities.433
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(b)(a) (c) (d)
(f)(e) (g) (h)
Figure 3. Recovered wave fields (a to d) and recovered velocity models (e to h) in: iteration 1 (a and e);
iteration 2 (b and f), iteration 3 (c and g), iteration 10 (d and h).
6 FREQUENCY-DOMAIN EXAMPLE IN 2D434
Our second example illustrates full wave field inversion of an unstructured wave field obeying a435
two-dimensional frequency-domain scalar wave equation. Here, we limit our inversion to a sin-436
gle frequency. In accordance with Parseval’s theorem, time and frequency domain inversions are437
equivalent. The inversion of data from one wave field realization at a specific frequency (a field438
of complex numbers) should result in the retrieval of the correct medium parameters. However,439
(a) (b)
Figure 4. a) Difference between the recovered wave field at iteration 10 (Fig. 2d) and the true wave field
(Fig. 3a) within the sample limits in space and time (the domain selected by I). Red dots indicate the
sampling locations. b) Logarithmic normalized data misfit (red curve) and normalized model change (blue
curve) versus iteration.
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at points where the complex amplitudes are zero, the medium parameters are not constrained.440
Therefore, we invert multiple wave field realizations (i.e. multiple experiments) for the same set441
of medium parameters (i.e. a regression). The specific form of Eq. 25 relevant for this section are442 
diag
n
LeG (mi) fjo "1diagnLeG (mi) fjo +AT✏3A+ ✏4 mi+1 (29)443
= diag
n
LeG (mi) fjo "1 eDeG (mi) fj,444
with445
eG = eG(m) =  1
N x2
KTK+ {eH(m)}T✏1 eH(m) + ✏2  1 and fj = 1
N x2
KTdj, (30)446
where N is the total number of data sets, dj , which each are observations of a wave field real-447
ization (the regression occurs over the subscript j when solving this system). The matrix with the448
approximation of the temporal derivative, eD, now simply contains  !2 on it’s diagonal.449
The first test velocity model is 500 m by 500 m, and contains a checker board pattern of450
anomalies of 300 m/s deviation from a mean velocity of 3000 m/s. The checkers are 75 m wide451
and are oriented at 45   with respect to the station geometry (Fig. 5a). The computational domain452
is somewhat larger then the model-domain shown in Fig. 5a). The mean velocity of the checkers is453
3000 m/s, and the average wavelength at the frequency under consideration, f = 10 Hz, is 300 m.454
We generated synthetic data with a time-domain finite difference code. Data was created for455
eight sources, positioned at all 4 corners, and half-way along the edges, just outside domain shown456
in Fig. 5a. Copies of the recordings from all individual sources were mixed together with random457
time-delays and random amplitudes. The frequency-domain complex amplitudes were computed458
by Fourier transform at a specific frequency. In order to generate multiple realizations of the exper-459
iment, the Fourier Transform was performed in a time window which was moved inside the longer460
recording generated using the time-domain simulations. The real part of the complex amplitudes461
of one realization are shown in Fig. 5a.462
The first experiment geometry we consider is from an array of 243 stations positioned along463
lines, spaced 15 m in line and 45 m cross-line. We start our inversions from a homogeneous464
background velocity of 3500 m/s, which is deviates significantly from the average velocity in465
the true velocity model. In a first step, we invert for an average background velocity by running466
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(a) (b)
Figure 5. a) Two dimensional velocity model containing a checker board pattern of anomalies of 75 m by
75 m, at a 45   angle with respect to the receiver grid . b) The real part of one wave field realization (out of
6000 realizations).
the iterative inversions with a relatively strong regularization enforcing spatial smoothness. In the467
second step, we invert for the details of the velocity model by relaxing the regularization term468
and restarting the iterative inversion scheme. The iterations are stopped when the change in the469
velocity model falls below 0.01 %. Fig. 6 shows this inversion process starting from the velocity470
model in Fig. 6e. The location of the receivers are indicated in Fig. 6 by red dots, the domain of471
interest ends immediately outside the square domain that encloses the observations points. Fig. 6a472
and 6f show the first reconstructed wave field (in step 1) and its accompanying velocity field,473
Fig. 6b and 6g show the last reconstructed wave field (in step 1) where the iterations in step 1474
stopped (iteration 7). Fig. 6c and 6h show the wave field and its accompanying velocity field after475
the first iteration in step 2, Fig. 6d and 6i show the wave field and its accompanying velocity476
field after the last iteration in step 2 (iteration 51). Near the edges of the domain of interest, the477
reconstructed wave field appears spurious, however from the accompanying velocity fields, we478
see that the wave field near the edges obeys a non-spurious velocity. We will elaborate on this479
observation in the discussion section. Fig. 7 contains graphs of the the normalized data misfit (red480
curve) and normalized model change on a logarithmic scale (blue curve), as a function of iteration.481
The disruption between iteration 7 and 8 is due to the transition from step 1 to step 2. Notice that482
reducing the regularization strength in step 2 allowed for a smaller data misfit.483
In order to gain an initial understanding of the resolution and limitations of the proposed484
method for wave field inversion, we tested a variety of different wave field sampling densities,485
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(d)(a) (b) (c)
(f)(e) (g) (h) (i)
Figure 6. Recovered wave fields and recovered velocity models. The starting velocity model in (e). The
first and last iteration of the first iteration series with strong spatial smoothing: wave fields in (a and b)
and velocity models in (f and g). The first and last iteration of the second iteration series with weak spatial
smoothing: wave fields in (c and d) and velocity models in (h and i). The final recovered velocity model in
(i).
and checker sizes. For each model, and acquisition geometry, we performed the same two step in-486
version as described above. The true velocity models, sampling geometries, and retrieved velocity487
fields are collected in Fig. 8. The first row contains the true velocity models, and from top to bot-488
tom in the remaining four rows the cross-line spacing of the station geometry varies as 15m, 45m,489
Figure 7. Logarithmic normalized data misfit (red curve) and normalized model change (blue curve) versus
iteration. The first iteration series with strong spatial smoothing (iteration number 1 to 7). The second
iteration series with weak spatial smoothing (iteration number 8 to 51).
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60 m, and 90 m, the in-line spacing is 15 m. In the four columns from left to right, the checker490
sizes vary as 75 m, 100 m, 125 m, and 150 m, all oriented at 45  angle with the station geometry.491
For the velocity model with the largest checkers, and the station geometry with the shortest cross-492
line spacing, the velocity model is near perfectly retrieved. Whereas for the smallest checkers and493
the station geometry with the largest cross-line spacing, the retrieved velocity model misses the494
checkers entirely (bottom-right). Notice that as the station geometry cross-line spacing increases,495
we are unable to reconstruct the velocity anomalies near the edges of the array. We will further496
elaborate on this in the next section.497
7 DISCUSSION498
The core of the inversion method for seismic wave fields outlined in this paper is to impose a PDE499
system with non unique solutions as a constraint in the seismic inverse problem. We can constrain500
medium parameters while estimating the wave field, without having to specify or estimate the501
sources that generate the wave field everywhere in the domain. More specifically, we can separate502
the inversion for medium parameters in a sub domain in which we have knowledge about the503
sources, from a larger domain that includes areas where we do not have knowledge of the sources.504
In the examples presented in this paper, we chose the sources within the sub domain to have a prior505
of zero.506
In most seismic inverse problems, the information on the medium parameters (for example507
wave-speed) comes from observed travel times between two points in the medium. In this study,508
the information on medium parameters is extracted with an inversion method operating locally,509
named wave equation inversion (Curtis & Robertsson 2002). This method recognizes that the510
medium characters can be extracted once the spatial and temporal gradients of a wave field, and511
local acting sources, are known. Observations made by densely spaced station arrays constrain the512
spatial and temporal gradients of a wave field.513
The examples shown in this paper show how in the interior regions of dense station arrays, the514
spatial and temporal gradients of a wave field are sufficiently constrained so that they resolve the515
medium parameters. Given a certain station arrangement and velocity model, certain wave modes516
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Figure 8. A series of checker board pattern experiments exploring different observation receiver geometries
(rows) and varying checker sizes (columns). The receiver cross-line spacing varies as (top to bottom) 15 m,
45m, 60m, and 90m. The checker sizes vary as (left to right) 75m, 100m, 125m, and 150m. True velocity
models in the top row, recovered final velocity models after inversion in the rows below. Red dots indicate
the observation receiver locations.
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can exist and go unobserved at the station locations (which then lie at the nodes of those wave517
modes). An example of such wave-modes can be observed in Fig. 4a.518
In the interior of the array, few wave-modes that obey a spurious velocity could go unobserved.519
In the limit case where the observations are very dense and approach spatially and temporally520
continuous observation of the wave field. No long wavelength spurious wave-modes can go un-521
observed and the only wave modes we can invert that match the observations compose the best522
estimate of the true wave field, the best fit medium parameters follow by WEI.523
The wavefield reconstruction step reconstructs the wavefield in a boundary zone beyond the524
edges of the array. We defined a second interior domain for the wave equation step to exclude525
the wavefield values in this boundary zone. This may not be required. A possible alternative may526
be to evaluate the spatial derivatives using non-central finite differences when approaching the527
boundaries. This would have omitted all points in the boundary zone from the wave field recon-528
struction, and wave equation inversion. However, it remains to be seen if using both non-central529
finite differences and central finite difference for different portions of the domain may lead to other530
difficulties, such as stability errors or approximation errors.531
Near the edges of the array, many different mode-oscillations can exist and go unobserved. A532
superposition of these modes could explain the observations and therefore appear in the wave field533
reconstruction step. The wave field reconstruction-step will result in a spurious wave-field near534
the edges (but inside) the array, where the observations are more sparse. This spurious wavefield535
deviates significantly from the unknown true wavefield but matches the sparse observations. But536
the spurious wavefield conforms fully with the estimated medium parameters used for the wave-537
field reconstruction. Consequently, the unknown true medium parameters near the edges of the538
array are poorly constrained by the data. The regularization term in WEI determines the recovered539
velocity near the edges of the array.540
Ideally, we design experiments where the station geometry constrains as many wave modes as541
possible. The wave modes depend on the medium parameters, and a complex model may make542
this problem easier. It may be that random sample locations are helpful to suppress spurious wave543
modes that have a regularity such as the wave mode in Fig. 4a. However, such spurious wave544
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modes in the reconstructed wavefield do not bias the update for the medium parameters in an545
erronous way, because these spurious wavemodes obey the medium parameters that were used to546
reconstruct the wavefield.547
The computation of matrix inverses in this study were done using LU decomposition. Conse-548
quently, the matrices had to be full rank. This is why we inserted a wave field prior term (with a549
very small weighting in the norm). We have verified that inversion methods such as conjugate gra-550
dient methods work with explicitly singular matrices. Theoretically, conjugate gradient methods551
could be run until absolute convergence and solve singular the inverse problem without regularisa-552
tion (the null-space filled with elements inherited from the starting model). In practice, truncation553
of the conjugate gradient iterations results in an implicit regularization.554
The strategy for inverting ambient seismic noise in this paper can be further adapted to a host555
of different scenarios by adapting the boundary conditions imposed on the PDE system in the556
constraint term. For example, portions of the boundary could be made absorbing to invert for non-557
ominidirectional wave fields such as microseism noise near coasts, or oil platform generated noise.558
The sub domain could be constructed to exclude a known physical source location. Similarly,559
the information contained by the wave field values in the boundary zone may be of interest to560
characterise the medium or sources outside the sub domain. Finally, instead of inverting for wave561
field values in a boundary zone, proper boundary conditions could be constructed as unknowns in562
the inverse problem and inverted for.563
A disadvantage of the joint inversion for wave field and medium parameters, is the memory564
requirements. Especially for the case of controlled source seismic data with hundreds of separate565
experiments, the memory requirements may be prohibitive. However, for ambient seismic datasets,566
only one wave field needs to be reconstructed (although the recording time may be longer). Am-567
bient seismic is naturally blended data, and the results in this paper suggest that controlled source568
data could be blended together to reduce the number of wave fields that needs to be reconstructed.569
The fundamental advantage sterns from the use of WEI to find an update in the medium param-570
eters. WEI does not suffer from cross-terms between sources. Moreover, when WEI is used to571
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compute the gradient we avoid all errors due to approximations made in the commonly used Born572
linearisation of the wave equation.573
8 CONCLUSIONS574
We presented a new algorithm for full wave field inversion. The algorithm inverts observations of a575
wave field using the governing PDE system as a soft constraint, simultaneously inverting for a full576
reconstructed wave field and the underlying medium parameters. We formulated an algorithm in577
which the PDE system does require a unique solution. The boundary conditions of the wave field578
do not need to be specified, and can remain unknown. Therefore, this algorithm is ideally suited579
for inversions of ambient seismic noise recorded by large spatially dense arrays. This approach580
to inversion may be of use to a number of inversion challanges with poor source control but with581
dense sensor coverage, for example (blended source) controlled-source seismology, inverting rock582
properties inside laboratory samples, or even inverting the Earth’s free oscillations on a global583
scale (normal mode seismology).584
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Appendix A: Formulation654
Consider a Fre´chet differentiable Lagrange constrained function L : Vu⇥Vm⇥Vs⇥V ˘ ! R with655
L (u,m, s, ) = Eu (u) + Em (m) + Es (s) 
D
 ˘,F (u,m)  s
E
L2
, (31)656
where Eu : Vu ! R, Em : Vm ! R, Es : Vs ! R, and F : Vu ⇥ Vm ! VF are given functions.657
Vu, Vm, V ˘, VF ✓ L2 (⌦;R) are Hilbert spaces, where ⌦ ✓
 
Rd,R
 
is an open, bounded, and658
appropriately regular domain corresponding to a ‘space-time’ domain with d spatial dimensions659
and one time dimension. Vs is an affine space defined so that Vs = {s0 + s1 : s0 2 Vs,0}, where660
s1 2 L2 (⌦;R) is given (and typically equal to a given ‘prior’ sp) and Vs,0 is a Hilbert space. Vu661
is the search space for the wave-field, Vm is the search space for the medium parameters, Vs is the662
search space for the excitation, and F (u,m)  s is the residual of one or more partial differential663
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equations given the wave-field u, medium parametersm, and excitation s.664
665
At a stationary point of L it follows (by differentiating with respect to  ˘) that666
h⇣,F (u,m)  siL2 = 0 8⇣ 2 V ˘, (32)667
which expresses the imposition of the Lagrange constraint. If Vs,0 ✓ V  then this implies668
h⇣, siL2 = h⇣,F (u,m)iL2 8⇣ 2 Vs,0, (33)669
and, since in this case s0 = s   s1 2 Vs,0 ✓ V ˘, then this implies that at a stationary point of L670
the excitation s is the Galerkin L2 projection (i.e. the L2 optimal projection) of F (u,m) onto Vs.671
This is denoted672
s =  L2 (F (u,m)) , (34)673
where  L2 : VF ! Vs is the operator expressing the Galerkin L2 projection of an element of VF674
onto Vs. In this case a new function bL : Vu ⇥ Vm ! R may be defined where675
bL (u,m) = Eu (u) + Em (m) + Es ( L2 (F (u,m))) . (35)676
Assuming bL is Fre´chet differentiable, we seek a stationary point (u0,m0) of this new functional.677
In the examples considered in this article Eu incorporates the mis-match between the wave678
field and observational data, and also a regularisation penalising the magnitude of the wave field679
Eu (u) =
1
2N
k⇧u (u)  udk22 +
1
2
k✏2uk2L2 . (36)680
Here ⇧u : Vu ! RN is a ‘sampling operator’, yielding values for the wave field at the locations at681
which N observations in the vector ud 2 RN are available. Em incorporates a regularision penal-682
ising deviations from a given ‘prior’ field mp 2 L2 (⌦;R), and penalising non-smooth deviations683
from this prior, via684
Em (m) =
1
2
  ✏3r2 [m mp]  2L2 + 12 k✏4 [m mp]k2L2 , (37)685
where the Laplacian appearing here (and in the following equations) may be replaced with an686
appropriate weak version depending on the regularity ofm mp. Es incorporates a regularisation687
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penalising the magnitude of the excitation688
Es (u) =
1
2
k✏1sk2L2 , (38)689
thereby penalising the degree to which the wave field deviates from a solution which solves the690
unforced wave equation. In the above ✏1, ✏2, ✏3, ✏4 2 L2 (⌦;R) are appropriate weighting functions.691
The function F represents a weak form of the wave equation. If no initial, terminal, or boundary692
conditions are applied to the wave-field, with Vu ✓ H1 (⌦;R) and V  ✓ H10 (⌦;R), then F may693
be defined by choosing VF = V ˘, and with694
h⇣,F (u,m)iL2 =  
⌧
@⇣
@t
,
@u
@t
 
L2
+ hr (⇣m) ,ruiL2 8⇣ 2 VF = V . (39)695
Moreover if Vs,0 ✓ V ˘ then696
h⇣, L2 (F (u,m))iL2 =  
⌧
@⇣
@t
,
@u
@t
 
L2
+ hr (⇣m) ,ruiL2 8⇣ 2 Vs,0. (40)697
Gathering the above definitions and results, a Lagrange constrained function L : Vu ⇥ Vm ⇥698
Vs ⇥ V ˘ ! R of the following form is considered699
L
⇣
u,m, s,  ˘
⌘
=
1
2N
k⇧u (u)  udk22 +
1
2
k✏1sk2L2 +
1
2
k✏2uk2L2 +
1
2
  ✏3r2 [m mp]  2L2 (41)700
+
1
2
k✏4 [m mp]k2L2701
+
*
@ ˘
@t
,
@u
@t
+
L2
 
D
r
⇣
 ˘m
⌘
,ru
E
L2
+
D
 ˘, s
E
L2
,702
703
with Vu ✓ H1 (⌦;R) and V  ✓ H10 (⌦;R) so that no initial, terminal, or boundary conditions are704
applied for the wave-field. Taking s1 = 0, if Vs = Vs,0 ✓ V , implying in particular that s vanishes705
on the space-time boundary at a stationary point, then the problem of seeking stationary points of706
L can be replaced with the problem of seeking stationary points of bL : Vu ⇥ Vm ! R where707
bL (u,m) = 1
2N
k⇧u (u)  udk22 +
1
2
k✏1 L2 (F (u,m))k2L2 +
1
2
k✏2uk2L2 +
1
2
  ✏3r2 [m mp]  2L2
(42)
708
+
1
2
k✏4 [m mp]k2L2 ,70910
with  L2 (F (u,m)) given by Eq. 40.711
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Appendix B: Discretisation712
If a Galerkin finite element or Galerkin spectral discretisation is applied, then a discrete version of713
the optimisation problem described in Appendix A is obtained immediately: one restricts Vu, Vm,714
and Vs,0 to be appropriate Hilbert spaces each of which have a finite basis.715
Here instead a finite difference discretisation for this problem is considered, with a regular716
structured spatial grid with spacing  x in each spatial dimension, and spacing  t in the time di-717
mension. The medium parameterm is allowed to vary only in space, and other fields are permitted718
to be functions of both space and time. Let there be n points in the full discrete space-time grid,719
with n   p points associated with space-time boundary points. Let there be q points in the spatial720
grid. The discrete approximations for the wave field u and source s then have n degrees of free-721
dom, and the discrete approximation for the medium parameter m has q degrees of freedom. For722
simplicity each of the ✏i are here assumed to be non-negative constants. A discrete version of the723
optimisation problem is formulated by seeking u0, s0 2 Rn, m0 2 Rq, and  ˘0 2 Rp, such that724
L  : Rn ⇥ Rq ⇥ Rn ⇥ Rp ! R where725
L 
⇣
u,m, s,  ˘
⌘
=
1
2N
kKu  dk22 +
1
2
 t xd
⇥
✏21 ksk22 + ✏22 kuk22 + ✏23 kL (Pm mp)k22 (43)726
+✏24 kPm mpk22
⇤ 727
 t xd ˘
T
⇣
D˘u  I˘ diag {Pm} I˘T L˘u  I˘s
⌘
,728
is stationary. This is a finite difference discretised version of L in Eq. 41. Here K is an N ⇥ n729
matrix corresponding to the evaluation of the discrete wave field at the observation points. L is a730
real n⇥ n matrix corresponding to a discretisation of r2, D˘ is a real p⇥ n matrix corresponding731
to a discretisation of @2/@t2 on the interior of the space-time domain, and L˘ is a real p⇥ n matrix732
corresponding to a discretisation ofr2 on the interior of the space-time domain. I˘ is a p⇥nmatrix733
equal to an identity matrix with rows corresponding to the space-time boundary points removed.734
P is a real n⇥ q matrix which yields values for the medium parameter on the full space-time grid.735
mp 2 Rn corresponds to mp interpolated onto the numerical grid. Given a v 2 Rr, diag {v}736
is an r ⇥ r diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal element is equal to the ith element of the vector737
v. The factors of  t xd are the grid point volumes which arise from a discretised version of the738
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L2 norm and inner product. More generally additional weighting matrices can be introduced to,739
for example, take account of the reduced volume associated with grid points on the space-time740
boundary points, or for the use of non-uniform grids.741
742
Differentiating and seeking stationary points leads to the following non-linear system743 
1
N t xd
KTK+ ✏22I
 
u 
⇣
D˘  I˘ diag {Pm} I˘T L˘
⌘T
 ˘ =
1
N t xd
KTd,
(44a)
744
PT diag
n
I˘T L˘u
o
I˘T  ˘+
 
✏23P
TLTLP+ ✏24P
TP
 
m =
 
✏23P
TLT + ✏24P
T
 
mp, (44b)745
✏21s+ I˘
T  ˘ = 0, (44c)746
I˘s = D˘u  I˘ diag {Pm} I˘T L˘u,
(44d)
747
748
where I is an n⇥ n identity matrix, and the use of {}0 to denote a stationary point is now omitted.749
The fourth equation here is a finite difference discretised version of  L2 (F (u,m)) in Eq. 40 –750
with the excitation allowed to be vary at each point in the space-time grid (noting that if ✏1 6=751
0 the third equation here implies that s vanishes on space-time boundary points), and with this752
finite difference discretisation, the discretised version of L2 (F (u,m)) takes a particularly simple753
form. Assuming ✏1 6= 0, the third equation allows I˘s to be eliminated which, using the fourth754
equation, allows the Lagrange multiplier  ˘ to be eliminated755
I˘s =   1
✏21
 ˘,
(45a)
756
 ˘ =  ✏21
⇣
D˘u  I˘ diag {Pm} I˘T L˘u
⌘
. (45b)7578
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The discrete constrained least-squared non-linear optimisation problem is thus a solution of759 
1
N t xd
KTK+ ✏22I+ ✏
2
1
⇣
D˘  I˘ diag {Pm} I˘T L˘
⌘T ⇣
D˘  I˘ diag {Pm} I˘T L˘
⌘ 
u = (46a)760
1
N t xd
KTd,761 h
✏21P
T diag
n
I˘T L˘u
o
I˘T I˘ diag
n
I˘T L˘u
o
P+ ✏23P
TLTLP+ ✏24P
TP
i
m = (46b)762  
✏23P
TLT + ✏24P
T
 
mp + ✏
2
1P
T diag
n
I˘T L˘u
o
I˘T D˘u.763
(46c)764
This is a finite difference discretised version of the equations for a stationary point of bL in Eq. 42.765
